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LiveCode Mobile Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create your own exciting applications with 10 fantastic projects


	Overview

	
		Create your own mobile games and apps using LiveCode
	
		Develop user interfaces for mobile devices
	
		Use databases and advanced features of LiveCode



	In Detail


	There are...
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Unity 4.x Game Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A seat-of-your-pants manual for building fun, groovy little games quickly with Unity 4.x


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of the Unity 3D game engine by building five small, functional game projects
	
		Explore simplification and iteration techniques that will make you more successful as a game...
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Git in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Git in Practice is a collection of 66 tested techniques that will optimize the way you and your team manage your development projects. The book begins with a brief reminder of the core version control concepts you need when using Git and moves on to the high-value features you may not have explored...
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Pro JavaScript Techniques: Second EditionApress, 2015

	Pro JavaScript Techniques is the ultimate JavaScript book for today's web developer. It provides everything you need to know about modern JavaScript, and teaches you what JavaScript can do for your web sites. This book doesn't waste any time looking at things you already know, but instead concentrates on fundamental, vital...
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Android Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Over 100 recipes to help you solve the most common problems faced by Android Developers today


	About This Book

	
		Find the answers to your common Android programming problems, from set up to security, to help you deliver better applications, faster
	
		Uncover the latest features of Android...
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OpenGL 4 Shading Language Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Acquiring the skills of OpenGL Shading Language is so much easier with this cookbook. You'll be creating graphics rather than learning theory, gaining a high level of capability in modern 3D programming along the way.


	Overview

	
		Discover simple and advanced techniques for leveraging modern OpenGL and...
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Building a 2D Game Physics Engine: Using HTML5 and JavaScriptApress, 2017

	Build your very own 2D physics-based game engine simulation system for rigid body dynamics. Beginning from scratch, in this book you will cover the implementation technologies, HTML5 and JavaScript; assemble a simple and yet complete fundamental mathematics support library; define basic rigid body behaviors; detect and resolve rigid body...
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RubyMotion: iOS Development with Ruby (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Make beautiful apps with beautiful code: use the elegant and concise Ruby programming language with RubyMotion to write truly native iOS apps with less code while having more fun. You'll learn the essentials of creating great apps, and by the end of this book, you'll have built a fully functional API-driven app. Whether you're a...
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Developing Microsoft ASP.NET Server Controls and ComponentsMicrosoft Press, 2002
The complete guide to developing professional, reusable ASP.NET  server controls and components—direct from the insiders who developed the  technology.

Web Forms—the page and control framework at the heart of  ASP.NET—makes it easier to develop dynamic Web applications. But you can go...
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Windows Server 2003 Security : A Technical ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2005
This book is not designed with the Windows end user, advanced  or not, in mind. It is meant for the server administrator, network  administrator, security administrator, IT manager, technology specialist, or  other individual who must design, implement, troubleshoot, or configure the  security of Windows Server 2003 or the...
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Effective Enterprise JavaAddison Wesley, 2004
If you want to build better Java enterprise applications and work more efficiently, look no further. Inside, you will find an accessible guide to the nuances of Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) development. Learn how to:

	
    Use in-process or local storage to avoid the network
...
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Inside Direct3D (Dv-Mps Inside)Microsoft Press, 2000
With the introduction of Microsoft Windows 95, game developers had the opportunity to develop Windows-based games that were far more powerful than was possible with earlier versions of Windows. Even with this capability, however, accessing the multimedia hardware consistently and efficiently was no easy task—that is, until Microsoft...
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